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GAUTAM RAJANI
Funnelling his years of experience
working as the Commercial Director at
fashion maisons such as Helmut Lang, Gucci
and most recently at Dundas, Gautam Rajani
launched SMR Days, a men’s vacation-wear brand
he co-founded last year with fashion veterans
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ON GAUTAM: NAVY WORKWEAR JACKET, SMR DAYS. TEXT: RITUPRIYA BASU. ASSISTED BY: SHALINI KANOJIA.
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country trip visiting craft clusters in India, and
the trio merged techniques they discovered on
the tour, such as bandhani, kantha embroidery
and block printing, with relaxed suiting,
drawstring trousers and lightweight jackets,
reinterpreting the traditional techniques
through contemporary, boxy silhouettes. For
Rajani, the highlight of the venture is
in collaborating with institutions
that ensure good working
conditions and fair wages
for the karigars, and in
giving back to the craft
communities that the
label champions.

ROHIT GOEL
A series of online academic courses and lectures by the Bombay Institute for Critical Analysis and Research
(BICAR)—founded in 2019 by Rohit Goel—became the most highbrow lockdown pastime for connoisseurs,
leading gallerists and influential collectors. An eight-part course designed by Goel and Bijoy Jain included
a walkthrough of Studio Mumbai’s compound in Byculla and offered a view into Jain’s latest work.
For Goel, 2021 is brimming with projects. In June, BICAR will inaugurate it’s Michael D Sorkin annual
lecture series on critical theory and architecture,
Warehouse421, Abu Dhabi—it will launch a
exhibition, featuring instruction
Rohini Devasher, among others.

Since she began urban farming in Mumbai almost 12
years ago, Adrienne Thadani has co-founded a farming
consultancy called Thrive, led the team that developed The
Table Farm in Alibag, and built a community rooftop farm
in the city, called Flyover Farm. Working with architects
such as Case Design and a string of restaurants, she
has spent years studying native-species landscaping,
permaculture, regenerative farming practices, and set
up farm-to-table systems to grow delicious and bountiful
produce—all without the use of pesticides, fungicides
or fertilizers. Since the lockdown, Thadani’s been busy
helping homeowners turn outdoor spaces and roof terraces
into carefully landscaped gardens, while heading three
initiatives dedicated to uplifting farmer livelihoods and
building better food systems that value interconnectivity,
and keep people and the planet at the forefront.
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SRIJAYA ANUMOLU
For Srijaya Anumolu,
architecture and the craft of building spaces and objects
had always been a passion, but so was photography.
An architect at Studio Mumbai, Anumolu recently
collaborated with fellow architect and ex-colleague Mitul Desai for an
exhibition of nightscapes turned into night lights, showcased earlier
this year at 557 Bakri Adda, a sliver of space carved out for exhibitions,
tucked right next to Studio Mumbai. The nightscapes were the perfect
meeting point for her interests; she turned photographs into backlit
night lights held in rosewood frames, filtering her
multifaceted skills as a
photographer,designer
and architect.

Years spent in the company
of artists and in perfecting
his craft as a diamantaire led
Rahul Jhaveri to Studio Renn,
a jewellery design practice
he co-founded with his wife,
Roshni Jhaveri. Ever since
they set up shop in 2018,
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the Jhaveris have been obsessed with ideas of abstraction, taking notes from the natural world to create

RAHUL AND ROSHNI JHAVERI

their sculptural pieces of
jewellery that sometimes echo
the curling shapes of dried
orange peel or the folds of
wood ear mushrooms. Mentored
and championed by collector
Czaee Shah, Studio Renn is
driven by an exploration of
forms, textures and techniques;
their creations are often a
bit off-centre, but always
beautifully imperfect.

DIVESH ASWANI
After graduating from Le Cordon Bleu Sydney
Culinary Institute and training in many restaurants
across Sydney and the Maldives, Divesh Aswani joined
the team of The Table and the Magazine Street Kitchen
as Head Chef, a position he left behind just over a
year ago to start his passion project, Commis Station.

HARSHITA JHAMTANI
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ON HARSHITA: NARWHAL PANT SUIT (LILAC), LITTLE THINGS STUDIO. ON DIVESH: FRENCH TERRY COAL SWEATSHIRT, CITYOF_.

glistening guacamole

materials like stone-based
terrazzo and stoneware clay.
At the beginning of the lockdown, she taught
herself to use a potter’s wheel, which is
when she began to explore ceramics. Her first
collection of lamps soon followed, which
referenced organic forms inspired by nature.
Using locally available materials, Jhamtani
prefers to work with her hands—eschewing
moulds—to create a range of objects in which
no two pieces are exactly the same.

